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Abstract
DIGITS is a deep learning training system with a web interface. Tools are provided for designing custom network architectures and for rapidly evaluating their effectiveness through
various visualizations of training outputs and learned network parameters allowing for rapid
prototyping and collaboration.
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1. Introduction
Over the last few years, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become more and
more popular in fields ranging from image classification (Krizhevsky et al. (2012)) to object
detection (Szegedy et al. (2013)), image segmentation (Long et al. (2014)), natural language
processing (Chen and Manning (2014)), speech recognition (Hannun et al. (2014)) and many
more. Several open-source frameworks exist for defining and training CNNs. Caffe (Jia et al.
(2014)), Torch (Collobert et al. (2011)) and Theano (Bergstra et al. (2010)) are among the
most popular. They focus on supporting the newest and fastest computational methods
and are mainly targeted to experts comfortable with command line tools. Several projects
(Bruckner et al. (2013), Torralba (2015), Tomkins (2014)) have provided visualization tools
for these frameworks, but none of these provide a full training solution. Other applications,
like MetaMind (Socher and Strohband (2014)), provide deep learning solutions without
exposing the underlying network architecture. The specifics of training are entirely hidden
from the user who relies on the software to design the network.
DIGITS offers a different approach. It provides a web interface for deep learning, avoiding direct interaction with the underlying frameworks, while still exposing the details of
optimization and network architecture to those needing to design their own model. System
resources are distributed to multiple concurrent training jobs (which enables rapid prototyping), and the status of each job can be shared with collaborators through the web
interface.
DIGITS is an open-source project available under the BSD license at http://github.
com/NVIDIA/DIGITS.
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2. Methods and Usage
DIGITS makes it easy to create a dataset of training and validation images, train a model
on the dataset, and test the model in various ways. A RESTful web application, created
with the Flask python web framework, allows users to create and delete both datasets and
models through a web page (see Figure 1).
To create a model, several standard networks are available: LeNet-5 (Lecun et al.
(1998)), AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al. (2012)) and GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al. (2014)). While
none of these networks is likely the best solution for the specific problem at hand, they provide a good starting point for creating a custom network. Starting from a template, users
can use a visualization tool to view the network graph as they directly modify the text
defining the network structure. Many options for data transformation (mean subtraction,
random cropping, etc.) and gradient descent optimization (batch size, learning rate, etc.)
are provided, pre-loaded with reasonable defaults.
During training, which can be aborted and restarted at any time, the validation metrics
of accuracy and loss can be seen graphically through javascript charts which update in
real-time. The model can also be tested at various intermediate points during training by
providing an image or list of images to classify. Classification predictions as well as statistics
and visual representations of weights and activations of the network layers are displayed,
providing useful debugging information. After training, the necessary files to deploy the
model elsewhere can be downloaded as an archive.

3. Conclusion and Perspectives
DIGITS provides a simple solution to design neural networks without the need to learn
the specifics of deep learning frameworks. It enables rapid prototyping of models and also
collaboration and visibility to others through the web.
The current version only supports Caffe as a backend framework and models trained
for image classification. Future work includes adding support for other neural network
frameworks as backends, different training scenarios like general regression training, and
more visualization tools like in Bruckner et al. (2013). Eventually, DIGITS will become
the frontend job manager for a cluster of machines, allowing even more parallelization of
training jobs and opening the door to automated hyperparameter optimization.
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Figure 1: Creating and testing a model through the DIGITS interface
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